During the 2000-2001 academic year, the Committee on Scholarships and Honors met and performed the following tasks:

1. The Committee met on December 4, 2000 and unanimously voted to approve the Conflict of Interest statement pertaining to the Committee on Scholarships and Honors. At this same meeting, the committee met with Mary Coronado and Sheryl Hays from the Financial Aid Office and discussed the Regents and Chancellor’s Scholarship Selection Criteria. The committee considered the possibility of raising HSGPA portion in the ranking system and the possibility of including SAT II score to the Selection Criteria. However, because statistical data on these issues are not available at this meeting, the committee agreed to postpone these possible modifications. Consequently, the Committee suggested the same ranking system as last year: 600 X NohonHSGPA + SAT.

2. The Committee met with Mary Coronado and Sheryl Hays from the Financial Aid Office again on January 31, 2001, and discussed the Regents and Chancellor’s Scholarship Selection. The Committee approved the recommendation made by the Financial Aid Office with some modification and decided on the recipient of the 2001 Regents Scholarship from Count 1 to 359 (Rank 3674 and above) and the recipient of the 2001 Chancellor Scholarship from Count 360 to 1287 (Rank between 3672 and 3100).

3. The Committee will meet again in May to confirm the Carl Fuglie award and to make decisions on the Chancellors Award for Undergraduate Excellence and the UC President’s Undergraduate Fellowship.
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